Computer Engineering at Michigan Tech

**SAMPLE PLAN**

BS CpE catalog year: ________     Semester in France – ENSEA/FAME – Spring ______

Last Update March 15, 2018

Calculus-ready students

Year 3

Fall

EE3173 (4) H/S Integration

Spring

EE4173(3) Comp Systems Engg & Performance

Year 4

Spring

EE4272/ CS4461(3) Computer Networks

Summer class(es) if needed/desired.

Total 128

plus 3 units co-curricular activities

Cergy France is 27.8 km north of Paris.

Complete EE3901 Fall of 2nd year to stay on track. Or:
May substitute ENG4300 (or ENT3964 + ENT3958) for EE3901

Double majors: MA4760 cannot substitute for EE3180.